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 Databases  

The databases in the Roxtec Catalog Project (RCP) are: 

DB TEAM/NAME Type Number 

ROXTEC/PENETRATIONS CATA 252003 

ROXTEC/PROPERTIES PROP 20040   

 

The CATA database is given this number to keep compatibility with Avevas content project. At 

the time of this writing the databases are identical, but Aveva will change all references to the 

PROP database to point to a different database. The number of Avevas PROP database is not 

yet known. 

The DBs are in multiwrite mode with implicit claim. 

 Installing RCP 

The databases from the RCP can be included into your design project in the same way 

databases are included from AVEVA’s ACP project. 

For the experienced AVEVA administrator:  

• Open the project where you want to use Roxtec components in AVEVA Administration. 

• Include the CATA and PROP databases from RCP. 

• Add the databases to your MDBs. 

 Step by step instructions 

Extract the project data 
Extract the zip file with the project and extract it to C:\Users\Public\Documents\AVEVA\ 

Projects\E3D3.1 or your preferred location. If necessary, edit the file evarsrox.bat which resides 

in the top folder of the zipped data.  

Add the project to custom evars.bat 
First, the project needs to be added to your local custom_evars.bat. Paths to this file may vary, 

but the default path for it is C:\Users\Public\Documents\AVEVA\Projects\E3D3.1 for version 

3.1. Find the file. Test it by starting E3D and see if the RCP is in the list of available projects. 

Enter AVEVA Administration 
Enter Admin in the project that you want to use Roxtec components. In Admin, select 

“Databases & Extracts” in the “TYPE” list in the middle of the screen. All databases including 

extracts will then be listed in the main window. 

Now, click the button “Include” at the bottom of the screen. A new form will appear on screen 

which lists all available projects. Select the Roxtec project. 
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Figure 1. AVEVA Administration with “Databases & Extracts”. 

 

When the databases are included into your design project, they will need to be added to the 

relevant MDBs. This depends on the project setup, but in general the databases will have to be 

available in all MDBs that are used for design. 

Version 
These databases have been developed in E3D Design 3.1.6. They should work in 2.1 projects 

as well, but this has not been tested. For more information about this including any known risks 

with using a catalogue database developed in 3.1 in a 2.1 project contact your local AVEVA 

support team. 


